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Abstract
In medical imaging it becomes imperative to provide an automatic and interactive method to label or to tag different structures contained into input data. In this work, we propose
an alternative representation of the Adaboost binary classifier. We use this proposed representation to define a new GPU-based parallelized Adaboost testing stage using OpenCL. We
provide numerical experiments based on large available data sets and we compare our results to CPU-based strategies in terms of time and labeling speeds.

1.Overview

The Adaboost procedure [1] trains the classifiers
fm(x) on weighed versions of the training samples,
giving higher weights to cases that are currently
misclassified. For each fm(x) we just need to compute
a threshold value and a polarity to make a binary
decision, selecting that one that minimizes the error
based on the assigned weights.
•

2. OpenCL implementation

This simple combination of classifiers has
demonstrated to reduce the variance error
term of the final classifier F (x).
•
In Algorithm 2, we show the testing of the
final decision function using the Discrete
Adaboost algorithm with Decision Stump
” weak classifier” .
•

- The eight features considered at each sample by our binary classifier are: the spatial location (x, y, z), the
sampled value (v), and its associated gradient value (gx, gy, gz, |g|).
- Our binary classifier, for each feature, we have a total of N possible Cm values, with N = 3 ∙ M .
- We create a matrix of Work-Groups that covers the x and y size of the dataset fitted into GPU global memory,
whereas the component z is computed in a inner loop at each kernel. Each WorkGroup classifies one voxel. Inside
each Workgroup, we define N ∙ 8 threads (or WorkItems). Each thread computes a single operation with the 3
channels or weights of the weak classifier. These N ∙ 8 values will be reduced at the end of the execution and
compared to a reduced addition. The final label at each voxel is directly computed by this comparison.

3. Simulations and Results

- We measure the performance in terms of the mean execution time from 500 code runs on the same hardware.
- In Table 1, we show the averaged times of the five implementations with the different sized datasets. Our proposed
OpenCL-based optimization has a speed up of 89.91x over a C++ CPU-based algorithm and a speed up of 8.01x over
the GLSL GPU-based algorithm.

4. Conclusions and future work
- Our representation of the weak-classifiers guarantees the equivalence to the classical approach.
-Our breakthrough is a proved optimization of the labeling process involved in several biomedical
applications. This optimization increases the interactively of these processes, and also can be easily
integrated in the clinical routine.
- Even with the minimum global memory use, we achieve a good improvement in performance, so we expect
real time testing when integrating it with OpenGL visualization, and implementing the global memory
optimizations.
- Future work includes optimizations, Multiclass testing, GPU learning stage, interactive inteface and testing
more maintainable and portable language StarSs [2].

Datasets without classification

At hardware level there are tree main differences
between the 8800GTX and GTX470 cards:
1. The number of Compute Units (CU), 16 for the
8800GTX in contrast to 14 for the GTX470,
2. The number of Processing Elements (PE) 8 for
the 8800GTX and 32 for the GTX470,
3. The L1 and L2 caches only present in the Fermi
architecture (GTX470).

Classified datasets for bone visualization
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